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FESTIVE SEASON GIFT GUIDE
ESSENTIALS

Whether you’re enjoying a Christmas staycation this year, spending it 
with loved ones or traveling, we’ve curated a list of fantastic products 
you’ll want to buy. From stocking fillers and family fun games to flashy 

electronics and stylish new additions to your wardrobe, our collection of must-buys is 
perfect if you’re looking for a great gift or something to keep you entertained at home 

or on the go.

Compiled by John W. Stammers
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Lex-GO!
The super-fast word game from 

Waddingtons No.1. Available in two versions: 
Harry Potter and Disney - both include special tiles that 

help you win. They also come in an all-in-one carry case 
perfect for playing whilst on the move.

Amazon: £15

Essentials

ESSENTIALS // GAMES

Top Trumps
A classic stocking filler and fun 
for all, these brand-new Limited 

Editions Top Trumps cover a range 
of properties. Available in a range of 

prices from Amazon, battle it out with 
your favourite characters from Peaky 
Blinders, Marvel Cinematic Universe, 

Harry Potter and more. Or test the 
vehicles and gadgets of 007 James Bond 
or Fortnite’s weapons in The Independent 

& Unofficial Guide to Fortnite.
Amazon: £6 - £10

Top Trumps 
Match: The 
Crazy Cube 

Game
Introducing new 
additions to Top 

Trumps Match 
complete with an all-in-

one carry case - making tidying 
and storing easy. Battle it out 
with your favourite icons and 
characters from Disney Pixar, 

Batman and Elf™.
Amazon: £15.99

Top Trumps 
Quiz

500 questions to challenge 
the fanatics amongst 

your friends and family. 
Available for Disney 
Classic and the Harry 

Potter Wizarding World™, 
all cards come packaged in 

a neat plastic case perfect for 
storing and quizzing on the go.

Amazon: £10

Pass the Pugs
Pass the Pigs gets a new 
spin in their first ever 
variation (that isn’t a 
pig): PUGS!. Be the first 
to get to 100 points by 
throwing the pugs in the 
air and seeing how they 
land. Will your pugs 
‘play dead’, ‘faceplant’ 
or will it be ‘puppy 
love’?
Amazon: £9.99
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Confident?: The Guess-A-Range 
Party Game

This hit party game 
asks questions like 

“how fast can a 
kangaroo hop?” But, 

instead of giving exact 
answers, you guess with 

a range. The smaller 
your range, the more 

you score! Are you 
confident enough to go 

small and win big?
Amazon: £20

Essentials

Prometheus
A compulsively playable and endlessly challenging 
new board game for a new era. It’s a strategy game 
with simple rules and an infinite number of fascinating 
outcomes. It’s easier and quicker to play than chess, more 
intriguing than draughts, and more thrilling than both.
Prometheus website: £34.95

The Really Nasty Horse 
Racing Game

Families can enjoy a ‘day 
at the races’ when playing 
this devious family board 

game. Players race their 
horses around the board 

to win at all costs. But be 
devious, bet your own horse 

or someone else’s - just 
don’t tell anyone who you’ve bet on. 

For 2 to 6 players or teams and ages 12 to adult.
Amazon: £20

The Very 
Merry 

Christmas 
Game

The Family Game of 
Presents, Crackers, 

Christmas Songs… and 
Sprouts! Move around 

the board collecting 
presents (present cards) 

to put in your stocking. Presents 
have a value depending on whether they’re 

nice… or naff.
Amazon: £20

PlayShifu - Tacto Gamesets
Built on innovative touch technology and AI, Tacto is the first 
ever phygital board game that allows parents to play and kids 
to learn - all whilst having fun. Using real figurines to drive 

the gameplay on screen and with six gamesets to choose from, 
children will be spoilt for choice.

Amazon: £45

Snakesss
Spot the imposter party 
game! In Snakesss, 
you have 2 minutes 
to discuss a slippery 
multiple-choice 
question. You need 
to vote for the right 
answer, but there 
are hidden snakes at 
the table, and their 
mission is charm other 
players into picking the 
wrong option.
Amazon: £24.99
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ESSENTIALS // ELECTRONICS

HDJ-CUE1, DJ 
Headphones
Available in four different 
colours, featuring a 
professional look and 
feel, rich sound, 
foldable design, 
and a high-
quality finish.
Amazon: £59

DDJ-200, 2-channel Smart DJ 
controller

Perfect for beginners - lightweight and compact with a pro-
style layout, ideal for learning how to mix. You’ll be dropping 

mixes and playing friends’ requests like a pro in no time.
Amazon: £139

Marshall Emberton Portable 
Bluetooth Speaker

Emberton is a compact portable speaker with the loud and 
vibrant sound only Marshall can deliver. Experience absolute 
360° sound where every spot is a sweet spot. With 20+ hours 
of playtime, you can enjoy the superior sound of Marshall for 

hours on end.
Amazon: £129

Audio Pro P5 Wireless Loudspeaker
At just 22x10cm, it is small enough to perfectly fit into a bag or 
in your pocketr whilst still creating an impressive sound. Also 
featuring a handy wrist strap, it makes for easy transportation to 
parks and picnics, at which it will keep tunes playing for up to 18 
hours.
Amazon: £139

Essentials

Audio 
Pro Addon 

T3+ Portable 
Bluetooth 

Speaker 

With up to 30 hour of 
battery life at half volume 

and 12 hours at max, the new and improved 
version of the award-winning T3 model sets a new standard for 

portable audio. Its genuine leather handle and solid aluminium 
details offer a simple yet solid design.

Amazon: £175

Edifier TWS330 NB
These mid-range earbud’s deliver an excellent 
all-round listening experience. 
AAC HD audio decoding 
provides higher quality 
audio transmission and 
excellent sound quality, 
beautifully restoring 
every detail of sound. 
Edifier website: £59.99

ESSENTIALS // ELECTRONICS

Essentials
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Pantherella 
Tabitha Cashmere 

Socks
Made from the finest cashmere 

yarns and hand-finished for a 
high-quality finish, these socks 

elevate a go-to Christmas gift into 
a luxe stocking filler. Monogram 
them with a loved one’s name or 
initials for a truly individual gift.

Pantherella website: £32

Pantherella Scarf Collection
The ultimate luxury stocking filler. Crafted from the same 
luxury yarns as Pantherella’s famously high-quality socks, 

their new scar collection comprises lightweight gauge wools, 
merino wools and cashmere in a deep colour palette.

Pantherella website: £80 - £190

Essentials

Keela Talus Jacket
The perfect mid or outer layer. The Talus 
Jacket features a Flylite Ultra fabric 
with added Cordura ripstop for strength 
without weight.  A combination of 60gsm 
Primaloft Gold insulation for warmth, 
and stretchy fleece softshell side panels 
for increased ease of movement, makes 
the Talus Jacket a great core item for all 
year round use.
Keela Outdoors website: £139.95

Amore Slippers
This chunky ‘Amore’ slipper features premium 
suede and shearling as a modern take on 
a much-loved style. Amore’s structure 
keeps you supported on its chunky, yet 
lightweight, sole, which has extra grip 
to keep you secure on your feet.
Hotter website: £69.99

ESSENTIALS // ACCESSORIES
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Contigo Water Bottles and 
Coffee Cups

Pick from a range of leak-proof water bottles 
that keep drinks icy cold for over 20 hours 
- perfect for fitness fanatics on the go. Also 
available are travel mugs with double-wall 

vacuum insulation to keep drinks piping hot for 
up to 5 hours!

Amazon: £19 - £26

ChargeTree Swing
The ChargeTree Swing charges 
three Apple devices wirelessly at 
the same time. With space for wireless phone charging, AirPods / AirPods Pro 
and Apple Watch, the ChargeTree Swing takes up minimal space on a desk or 
nightstand. The added feature of the Swing ‘arm’ allows your Apple Watch 
face to be visible in nightstand mode whilst charging and means the arm can be 
swung neatly away when not in use. 
Amazon: £37.99

Waboba MoonShine 
Light up your life with the new MoonShine, the 
crazy, gravity defying ball which turns a routine 
game into an out of this world free-for-all. It’s 
extremely addictive to bounce, so don’t 
say we didn’t warn you! 
Amazon: £7.99

Dodo ‘World 
of Animals’ 
Observation Puzzle
This award-winning educational 
puzzle includes 80 
pieces and is the perfect gift for 
children ages 5+. The colourful 
image details many of the various 
animal breeds that can be 
found across the globe. 
Halilit website: £7.99

Waboba Wingman
With its unique aerodynamic design, 
the indoors and outdoors safe, award-
winning limited edition Wingman 
“Ugly Sweater” frisbee flies over 130 
feet and doesn’t veer off course to 
leave you or your partner  hanging. 
With its non-itchy silicone material, 
you can catch it easily by squishing 
it in your hand and fold away to fit 

snugly in your pocket. Amazon: £5.99

Myth 
Backpack
These backpacks 
merge style and 
function to provide 
users with a reliable 
and hard wearing 
backpack for 
everyday use. The 
bag uses SlingTech to protect your devices with 
extra padding and gapless corners that suspend 
your device away from the edge of the bag, 
isolating it from the bump zone. A CableReady 
system also allows you to charge on-the-go whilst a 
luggage pass-through feature on the back allow you 
to easily attach the backpack to luggage handles 
whilst travelling.
Amazon: £51.23

Voyageur Notebook
From the moment you book your once-in-a-lifetime 
tickets until the moment you return home, the 
Voyageur Notebook is the perfect travel partner. 
It helps you plan before you leave and then makes 
space for journaling on the road.
Moleskin website: £21.99


